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Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
World Music : SENEGAL

Kanabory Siyama

Diabel Cissokho

“Groove , melody and soul, and those voices hitting you like an Atlantic wave, it's irresistible.” Justin Adams

Singer, songwriter, kora player, multi-instrumentalist, producer – another creative musical dynamo is emerging out of
West Africa. For the last few years Diabel Cissokho has played in his family’s band Bannaya and alongside some of
Africa’s greatest talents. Now his time has come, and Diabel presents Kanabory Siyama (“Don’t run from your ethnicity”),
recorded with a fluctuating cast of superb musicians in Dakar and London. With a soulful sound of mesmeric Manding
melodies, rooted in the musical traditions of Senegal and Mali, Diabel’s original songs express his thoughts on life, family
and the hardships and afflictions suffered across the world.

www.facebook.com/diabelcissokho / www.diabelcissokho.com

 - Kanabory Siyama is a FROOTS 'Playlist' and SONGLINES 'Top of the World' title
 - Interview in FROOTS (June issue)
 - 'Grooves' feature in Songlines (June issue)
 - Diabel and band live in session on BBC Radio 3 'World on 3' (6th April)
 - Advertised in FROOTS and SONGLINES
 - Full service to national press
 - online campaign on Facebook
 - posters and flyers available

UK Tour 2012 (more dates tbc): 
26 April: The Canteen, Bristol
27 April: Marine Theatre, Lyme Regis
2 May: The Chichester Inn, Chichester
24 May: Galeri Caernarfon, Gwynedd, Wales
15 June: Green Note, London
24 June: Africa Oyé festival, Liverpool
3 August: Band on the Wall, Manchester
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Label: Jaro
File Under: World music
Catalogue No: JARO4308-2
Barcode: 4006180430824
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
File under: POLAND

Warsaw Village Band 2012 are:
Magda Sobczak - dulcimer, lead vocals
Ewa Walecka - violin
Sylvia Swiatkoska - violin, zuka, vocals
Maciej Szajkowski - frame drums, percussions
Piotr Glinski - baraban drums, percussions
Pawel Mazurczak - bass

Nord

Warsaw Village Band

2012 the year of their 15th anniversary saw the Warsaw Village Band  finish work on their 6th album: »Nord« is a
meeting of musicians in search of common elements between the Slavs, the Scandinavians and the aboriginal peoples of
the North. The Warsaw Village Band hosts this musical summit as a tribute to the heroes and mystics, the Viking
warriors, and the poets of the Saami and Inuit peoples.

Music strangely familiar; harsh, but dignified, cold, rough - deep and strong, with a hint of nostalgia and with a piercing
thrill of truth. The relationships of the countries of the North have a long history. The Vikings invaded Polish lands in the
Middle Ages and had considerable influence on the Polish state. They also explored deeply into the continent of North
America, establishing settlements in present-day Canada. During the Polish - Swedish wars of the 17th century, along
with other spoils, Sweden also imported the Polish dance Kujawiak, which to this day is known in Sweden by the name
Polska. All of these diverse but related musical influences meet for the first time ever in the Warsaw Village Band Nord
project. 

Guests on the album include the Swedish cult band Hedningarna (tracks 1 & 2) who are considered a seminal precursor
of world music. Hedningarna, whose music has long been admired by Warsaw Village Band, come to return the stolen
Kujawiak! The Nord project is also graced by the presence of Sandy Scofield (track 10) - one of the greatest Canadian
singer/songwriters, with roots deep in her Indian past. Nord is the collective result of this unique encounter between
artistes; a return to the wild, tribal trance notes, as well as lyrical songs and pulsating dance.

Warsaw Village Band UK Tour 2012:

26 May - Town Gardens Bowl, SWINDON
27 May - Off the Tracks Festival, CASTLE DONINGTON
19 June - St David's Hall, CARDIFF
20 June - Pave, Princes Avenue, HULL
21 June - Howard Assembly Room, Opera North, LEEDS
22 June - Sunrise Celebration, SOMERSET
24 June - Rich Mix, London
August - Aldeburgh Festival
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Label: East Meets West
File Under: World music
Catalogue No: EMWM1006
Barcode: 666449767524
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Ravi Shankar - sitar
Tanmoy Bose - tabla
Kenji Ota - treble tanpura
Barry Phillips - bass tanpura

All music composed by Ravi Shankar

The Living Room Sessions Part 1

Ravi Shankar

In October 2011, at the age of 91, Ravi Shankar invited his long-time tabla accompanist, Tanmoy Bose, to his home in
Encinitas, California for an informal recording session. Over four days in Shankar’s living room, they recorded seven
different ragas. The resulting music is pure Shankar, combining his deep musical experience and brilliant technique with
the passion he brings to live performance. The first of two releases, The Living Room Sessions Part 1, consists of four
tracks that span a wide range of Indian classical styles - from the opening Raga Malgunji, a meditative raga reflecting on
the distance between the human and the supreme; to the lighter, lyrical Raga Khamaj and Raga Kedara; and closing with
Raga Satyajit, a spontaneous raga dedicated to the late director and friend of Shankar, Satyajit Ray, that is both melodic
and rhythmic. The seamless musical dialog between Shankar and Bose creates a uniquely stirring listening experience.
Both intimate and masterly, The Living Room Sessions Part 1 is an invitation into the home and musical genius of Ravi
Shankar. Release of a second recording is scheduled for autumn 2012.

TRACK LISTING:
1. Raga Malgunji [17:16]
2. Raga Khamaj [18:54]
3. Raga Kedara [4:44]
4. Raga Satyajit [11:30]
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Label: Asphalt Tango Records
Catalogue No: CDATR3312
Barcode: 4047179659321
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
File under: BALKANS / BULGARIA

Demoni

Kottarashky & the Rain Dogs

Kottarashky aka Nikola Gruev opened the door to hitherto undiscovered spaces of Balkan music with his first album “Opa
Hey!” in 2009. His approach of using a collection of sounds taken from authentic field recordings is quite similar to artists
like Amon Tobin, the only difference being that Gruev found and recorded his sources in the Bulgarian countryside.
Combining these, he initiated a tribal digital dance music that went far beyond either the mash up culture of
contemporary global producers or the art collages of modern sound architects.

Triggered by the success of “Opa Hey!”, it was obvious to Kottarashky that he now had to transform his tracks into live
performances. Once again, he decided not to take the easy way out by playing as one-man laptop band or by
surrounding himself with a group of session musicians from the folk scene. Along with his friend Hristo Hadzhiganchev
(keyboard, guitar, vocals), he searched for musical companions who had both the skills to transform his sound sketches
into a live experience and the curiosity to attempt new experiments. Influenced by artists such as Tom Waits, Jimi
Hendrix and Dr. John, they formed a weird band combining Kottarashky’s sampler tools and keyboard with traditional
clarinet, guitar, bass and drum set.

Although Kottarashky’s first album included plenty of ideas for a new album, “Demoni” only features one track from “Opa
Hey!”. Kottarashky & The Rain Dogs recorded eleven fresh tracks that take us into a whole new universe of advanced
Balkan Funk and Blues. The compositions still carry the unique Kottarashky sound. 
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Label: Radio France
File Under: World music
Catalogue No: C560249
Barcode: 3149028018424
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
File under: MARTINIQUE / CARIBBEAN

Martinique - Bèlè, Tradition & Creation

Edmond Mondésir

In March 2011, Edmond Mondesir receives the "Prix France Musique des Musiques du monde 2011" award for services
to traditional music in his native Martinique. Originally an academic, Mondesir is deeply attached to the culture of his
island and has for thirty years dedicated himself to Bèlè, the folk drumming and oral heritage music of African origin that
has survived since slavery days.

Mondésir takes most of the lead vocal duties, accompanied by two percussionists on tambour and tibwa and a
five-strong choir of backing singers. As ever with Ocora the booklet is in informative and the attention to detail exemplary.
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Label: Radio France
File Under: World music
Catalogue No: C560241
Barcode: 3149028002423
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
File under: SENEGAL

Senegal - Sufi Brotherhood Chant

Ensemble Jamâ'at al-qur'ân wa al-dhikr Anâshid & dhikr
Ensemble Kourel Seriñ Touba Xasayid

Vocal intensity and religious fervour from the two main Sufi brotherhoods of Senegal (the Tijâniyya and the Murîdiyya,
founded respectively in the 18th and 19th centuries), singing hymns and poems to the glory of the Lord.

The repertoire was recorded live in Paris at a concert given by the two ensembles at the Cité de la Musique on 22nd
October, 2010. Informative Eng/Fr booklet provides detail information on the background and context of the music.
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Label: Air Mail Music
File Under: World music
Catalogue No: SA141229
Barcode: 3700089412295
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
File under: ANDES

Flash Back

Los Calchakis

More than forty years after the success of their first album, Los Calchakis still arouse the same enthusiasm all over the
world! With this new album, Hector Miranda and his wife Ana Maria have decided to revive the early period of the group
and the repertoire of its début, by forming a trio with the talented Argentine flautist and guitarist Pablo Urquiza.
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Derew

Temo

With his troubadour's voice and his tenbûr, Temo sings of war, he sings of warn he sings of love... Singer, musician, and
instrument maker, Temo, the kurde, has attained a maturity and a mastery that make him one of the fineste kurdish
singers of his generation, renowned throughout the diaspora as well as in Kurdistan itself.
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Label: CAM Jazz
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: CAMJ7847-2
Barcode: 8052405140463
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
John Taylor - piano
Palle Danielsson - bass
Martin France - drums

Giulia's Thursdays

John Taylor

What a wonderfully curious and receptive musician John Taylor is. An artist perpetually searching; through his piano
playing he is able to give new life to all that passes through his hands. And this time with a trio especially dear to him,
with whom he had already published for CAM Jazz the beautiful "Requiem For A Dreamer" (which also saw the
participation of saxophonist Julian Argüelles). The focus falls on the music by Italian composer Carlo Rustichelli. A
heartfelt tribute by Taylor to the music composed by Rustichelli for film and television signed by directors Nanni Loy and
Pietro Germi.

"Giulia’s Thursdays" becomes a necessary passage on the contemporary scene in order to understand the evolution of
the piano trio. Palle Danielsson on bass is powerful and melodic, a valuable reference within the themes written by the
pianist with rare elegance given by drummer Martin France. A rapport of the three, whose common denominator is
recognizable in the melody. The lyricism of the instruments reaches unparalleled peaks, and the sensitivity of Taylor
returns to us the precious lyrical soundtracks like those of Divorce Italian Style, The Thief of Bagdad or Giulia’s
Thursdays. 
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Catalogue No: EDN1032
Barcode: 5065001530272
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
Dave Stapleton - piano 
Marius Neset - tenor saxophone
Dave Kane - double bass
Olavi Louhivuori - drums
Brodowski String Quartet:
David Brodowski 1st violin, Catrin Win Morgan
2nd violin, Felix Tanner viola, Reinoud Ford
cello

Flight

Dave Stapleton

Flight is without doubt Dave Stapleton’s finest record to date. Many artists have their ambitions but rarely are these
fulfilled with such artistry and beauty. Already recognised as a writer of beautiful, lyrical tunes, Flight, Stapleton’s eighth
release as a leader, marks a giant leap forward and establishes him as one of the most ambitious composers in jazz.

Flight is much, much more than just jazz with strings. It is a work that combines its different elements both seamlessly
and gracefully. The jazz quartet here features saxophonist Marius Neset and bassist Dave Kane, both Edition recording
artists in their own right, as well as the remarkable talents of drummer Olavi Louhivuori. This is a new group brought
together for this album, yet these musicians sound like they’ve worked together for years, such is the empathy and
sensitivity of their playing and interaction. But more than that there is a subtlety and poise in the way that these
performers combine with the forward looking, London based Brodowski String Quartet. 

Everything is in balance, in harmony. Listen to how Neset’s tenor emerges against a backcloth of strings and piano on
Henryk Part II – authoritative but not grandstanding. And hear how beautifully both quartets negotiate the suite-like
changing moods of closer North Wind. With fine judgement, Stapleton leaves the final moments of this piece and the
record to just strings and piano. It is quite perfect.

There are 74 minutes of music on Flight and not one single second is wasted. Opening with just the string quartet on
Before, it then allows the jazz group their head on Polaroid before bringing both together on the gorgeous, limpid Henryk
Part 1. Whether it’s the sombre, courtly elegance of Unity or Whisper or the exquisite lightness of touch of Running East,
the sheer range of music here is breathtaking. With Flight, Dave Stapleton’s emergence as a major figure in British and
European jazz is complete. 

Discography:
Explorations, Full Circle [2004] Red Eye Music redeye002
The Conway Suite (DS with Deri Roberts) [2005] Edition Records EDN1006
When Life Was In Black and White (DSQuartet) [2005] EDN1007
The House Always Wins (DSQ) [2007] EDN1008
Dismantling the Waterfall  (DS with Matthew Bourne) [2009] EDN1001
Catching Sunlight (DS) [2008] EDN1005
Between the Lines (DSQ) [2010] EDN1017
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Label: Le Chant du Monde
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: 2742184/85
Barcode: 3149024218422
Format: 2 CD
Packaging: digipack

The Complete 1959-1961
Precious & Rare Collection 
Abbey Lincoln

The second volume of the complete set of Abbey Lincoln's early recordings comprises two original albums - Abbey is
Blue and Straight Ahead -  plus some sides that were released under Max Roach's name. These include the Lincoln
vocal tracks from We Insist!, Moon Faces & Starry Eyed, Percussion Bitter Sweet, and the Jazz Artists Guild Newport
Rebels album.

The two CDs have been carefully re-mastered. The 36-page booklet includes some rare historic documents, a text in
English and French and a detailed discography. The Precious and Rare Collection is produced by renowned French jazz
scholar Gilles Pétard.
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Label: Le Chant du Monde
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: 2742186/87
Barcode: 3149024218620
Format: 2 CD
Packaging: digipack

The Complete 1948-1961
Precious & Rare Collection
Betty Carter

The complete set of Betty Carter's early recordings comprises four original albums - Meet Betty Carter and Ray Bryant,
Out There with Betty Carter, The Modern Sound of Betty Carter, Ray Charles and Betty Carter - as well as some rarities
that were first released on 78/45 rpm records. 

The two CDs have been carefully re-mastered. The 36-page booklet includes some rare historic documents, a text in
English and French and a detailed discography. The Precious & Rare Collection is produced by renowned French jazz
scholar Gilles Pétard.
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Label: Le Chant du Monde
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: 2742188/89
Barcode: 3149024218828
Format: 2 CD
Packaging: digipack

The Complete 1954-1958
Precious & Rare Collection
Dakota Staton

The complete set of the early recordings of Dakota Staton comprises four original albums - The Late, Late Show, In the
Night, Dynamic!, Crazy He Calls Me - as well as 16 rarities only released on 45rpm and never reissued before. The two
CDs have been carefully re-mastered. 

The 36-page booklet includes some rare historic documents, a text in English and French and a detailed discography.
The Precious and Rare Collection is produced by renowned French jazz scholar Gilles Pétard.
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File Under: Jazz
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Barcode: 614427601520
Format: 2 CD
Packaging: digipack
The ACT Family Band:
Nils Landgren - trombone & vocals
Céline Bonacina - baritone sax
Verneri Pohjola - trumpet
Michael Wollny - piano
Nguyên Lê - guitar
Lars Danielsson - bass
Wolfgang Haffner - drums

Special Guests:
Cæcilie Norby - vocals
Leszek Mozdzer - piano

The ACT Jubilee Concert

ACT Family Band

Whoever thought jazz is a marginal branch of music meant for small cellar pubs was disabused at the ACT jubilee
concerts during the first week of February 2012. In celebration of the 20th anniversary of the Munich label, the ACT
all-star ensemble consisting of nine musicians thrilled the audience at four of Germany's premier concert halls. The
newspaper DIE WELT was greatly impressed after the final concert in Hamburg on the 5th February and spoke of “a
magnificent programme and a storm of applause”. Fortunately, the NDR had decided beforehand to record the concert.
Therefore, the ACT family celebration on stage is being made available on a double CD, released at a special price (2
CDs for the price of one).

Polish pianist Leszek Mozdzer indulged in playful duels with his German counterpart Michael Wollny. Pensive
French-Vietnamese guitarist Nguyên Lê channelled the spirit of Jimi Hendrix with a little help from Denmark’s Cæcilie
Norby. Finnish trumpeter Verneri Pohjola added will o’ the wisp cameos elsewhere, while the diminutive
French player Céline Bonacina – almost dwarfed by her baritone sax -- unleashed one fiery solo after another. The
musician who remains the symbol of ACT’s act was, of course missing. But Esbjörn Svensson – who died in a
scuba-diving accident four years ago – was remembered as the cast gathered for a moving finale. Here’s to the next
twenty years.
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File Under: Jazz
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Barcode: 614427952820
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
JBBG - Jazz Bigband Graz directed by
Heinrich von Kalnein & Horst-Michael Schaffer

Guests:
Theo Bleckmann - vocals (02 & 03)
Nguyên Lê - guitars & e-bow (01, 03 & 06)
Gianluca Petrella - trombone (04)
Verneri Pohjola - trumpet (02)
Hadja Kouyaté - vocals (05)

Urban Folktales

Jazz Bigband Graz

There were times when big bands were a defining part of our society’s musical cultural scene. Today only a few jazz big
bands exist, and it appears the reasons for this change are not artistic, but rather financial. In Germany public radio
stations are responsible for the funding of big bands, and in France the Orchestre National de Jazz sets the standard.
Meanwhile in Austria, one ensemble has shown above all others that orchestral concepts are far from exhausted: the
JBBG - Jazz Bigband Graz.

The six multi-layered pieces on “Urban Folktales” form a complex work of art that aims to set the benchmark in the
international field of orchestral jazz in terms of conceptual clarity and stylistic variety. Sometimes meditative, sometimes
swinging and sometimes grooving and rocking, the fusion of Western with Eastern harmonic traditions,
influences from Austrian folk music, urban sounds, African music and some futuristic spherical sounds - as well as
combining all of this in one place, JBBG gathers together some of the best Austrian, Swiss and German jazz musicians.
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Label: NAÏVE
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: DJ64006
Barcode: 3760051123246
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Jacques Schwarz-Bart - tenor saxophone
Baptiste Trotignon - piano
Thomas Bramerie - bass
Hans Van Oosterhout - drums

The Art of Dreaming

Jacques Schwarz-Bart Quartet

Jacques Schwarz-Bart, aka Brother Jacques, is a saxophonist of French Jewish and Guadeloupean extraction. A Berklee
graduate, he moved to New York and swiftly established himself in the jazz scene, playing with Roy Hargrove's Latin
Band and D'Angelo, and session and live work with Erykah Badu, Eric Benet, Meshell N’degeocello, James Hurt, Danilo
Perez, Soulive, Ari Hoenig and David Gilmore, among others

"'According to Carlos Castaneda, ancient Toltec sorcerers had developed the art of staying aware while dreaming, in
order to travel to parallel worlds, and have a better understanding of the human potential. As I was reading Castaneda's
book entitled The Art of Dreaming, I immediately drew a comparison with the musician's quest. Except that instead of
staying aware during their dreaming, musicians manage to dream while being awake, and share that dream with other
musicians and listeners. Achieving the act of dreaming while being awake has become a musical quest for me. But this
special state of mind has come and gone in jittery fashion, like bubbles that grow and burst unexpectedly. My first fluid
experience took place with the quartet featured on this album - except for Hans Von Oosterhout who has brilliantly
replaced Leon Parker. I immediately felt as if we were traveling together, gliding through a dream that was one and the
same. Since then, I have had my mind set on recording an album that reflects this experience. The spirit of collective
dreaming has allowed us to rise above the impersonal setting of the recording studio, and play as if we were live in front
of our audience. The result is organic, contrasted and often orgasmic: just like I dreamed it!" JACQUES
SCHWARTZ-BART 
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File Under: Jazz
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Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Jimmy Lyons, alto saxophone
John Lindberg, double bass
Sunny Murray, drums

Jump Up

Jimmy Lyons & Sunny Murray Trio

A Hat Hut classic finally available again, wherein the fiery duo of Cecil Taylor alumni Jimmy Lyons and Sunny Murray
and String Trio of New York bassist John Lindberg flay the assembled throng at the Willisau jazz fest in Switzerland,
August 1980.

"Jimmy Lyons looked in all directions, and even found motivation in the spirit of swing models like Jimmie Lunceford and
Chick Webb in "Jump Up" (could Sunny Murray be Cozy [Cole]?; his strength is still his sound, his percussive lineas
individual as with Taylor, his cymbal work as insistent as with Ayler) as a spur to his Sufi-like soloing, and incantantion of
repeated phrases that release tension by flying off into the unknown. Lyons inspired by and invoking Lunceford and
Webb, no more or less than Taylor and Ayler, Elmo and Bird, Lindberg and Murray, all whirling together now inmemory,
in timeless Time, in this music." Art Lange
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File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: HATO710
Barcode: 752156071020
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
David Liebman, tenor saxophone
Ellery Eskelin, tenor saxophone
Tony Marino, bass
Jim Black, drums

Non Sequiturs

David Liebman - Ellery Eskelin

Both regular recording artists for Hat Hut, Eskelin and Liebman here  team up with Tony Marino and Jim Black for a
session of (mostly) Eskelin tunes, recorded at Sear Sound, New York, in Feb 2011.

"Non Sequiturs is a suite written expressly for this group in which the band's musical energy is altered by various
compositional progressions (and impediments) much like the flow of a river or stream over varied geographical  terrain. 
The form is episodic, based on elemental balance rather than narrative logic.  The composed portions provide ballast
against which we as improvisors make our choices elaborating upon (or more often contrasting) the given material,
resulting in a compositional and group oriented approach rather than soloistic one (even as there remain some overtly
soloistic passages).  Often I have provided rhythms upon which we spontaneously choose our own notes." Ellery Eskelin
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File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: SCD2115
Barcode: 633842211527
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
Piero Odorici - tenor saxophone
Cedar Walton - piano
David Williams - bass
Willie Jones III - drums

Cedar Walton Presents Piero Odorici

Piero Odorici

When Cedar Walton talks, the jazz world listens, and when Cedar came to Savant Records' Joe Fields asking to make a
record with a young tenor sax player from Bologna, Joe knew that this would be a major talent. Piero Odorici has
established quite a name for himself in Italy and is the tenor sax of choice for, not only Cedar Walton when he is touring,
but also for George Cables, Curtis Fuller, Jimmy Cobb, Ray Mantilla and others. For his US recording debut, Piero is
'backed' by the Cedar Walton Trio in eight selections made up of jazz standards with a liberal sprinkling of original tunes
by each member of the band. Everyone knows it was an Italian who 'discovered' America. Now it is time for America and
the rest of the world to discover this Italian tenorman, Piero Odorici.

TRACKS: Casadias • For Someone So Beautiful • Over the Rainbow • Tin Tin Deo • My One and Only Love • Native Son
• Willie's Groove • If I Should Lose You
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Barcode: 633842211824
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Packaging: cristal
Eric Reed - piano
Etienne Charles - trumpet
Seamus Blake - tenor saxophone
Matt Clohesy - bass
Henry Cole - drums
José James - vocal (on ‘Round Midnight only)

The Baddest Monk

Eric Reed

Pianist Eric Reed has claimed that Monk's music makes it possible "to travel way out there, if you're willing to go where it
can take you." On The Baddest Monk, Reed and his colleagues prove more than willing. The Monk classics recorded
here illustrate the breadth of Reed's thought on one of the most idiosyncratic of jazz composers. This is not another Monk
tribute album, dragging out the usual suspects for another tired line-up but it is rather a vital, living and insightful
re-examination of Monk, both the man and his music, as seen through the imagination of a group of sympathetic and
like-minded artists.  

Monk's flat-fingered keyboard work was completely unique and uniquely intertwined with his music. His piano playing
was an integral part of those songs and very much one of the major components of his greatness. It is difficult to imagine
one without the other.  But Reed and his ensemble are able to penetrate to the very core the Monk's writing, dismantle its
component parts and reassemble them so that they contain not only the essence of Monk, but that of the players
themselves.

TRACKS: Rhythm-a-ning • Epistrophy • Green Chimneys   • Monk's Mood • 'Round Midnight • Evidence • Monk Beurre
Rouge   • Bright Mississippi • The Baddest Monk
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Packaging: cristal
Joe Chambers - drums & vibes
with Craig Handy, David Weiss, Conrad Herwig,
Steve Berrios, Xavier Davis, Dwayne Burno,
Nicole Guiland, Steve Davis and others

Live At Dizzy's Club Coca-Cola

Joe Chambers Moving Pictures Orchestra

Joe Chambers has been described as one of the great drummers to come out of the '60s -- a master of dynamics,
percussive color and polyrhythmic density. Also a master of all mallet instruments, piano and a composer, he has
performed with most of the modern jazz giants, including Freddie Hubbard, Eric Dolphy, Donald Byrd, Charles Mingus,
Wayne Shorter, Chick Corea, Sonny Rollins, Dizzy Gillespie and the Max Roach M'Boom Ensemble. Chambers has
recorded close to 300 albums as a sideman and 10 as a leader. 

Joe Chambers, the composer, has scored soundtracks for several Spike Lee films and it is his composing and arranging
talents which are spotlighted in his most recent album.  The skillful arrangements and his imaginative use of orchestral
color certainly places Joe Chambers as one of the most creative and versatile men in jazz today.  The stellar ensemble,
recorded live at Dizzy's Club Coca-Cola features top New York jazz and studio musicians such as Craig Handy, David
Weiss, Conrad Herwig, Xavier Davis and others. With the Moving Pictures Orchestra, Joe Chambers displays a passion
for jazz that reaches far beyond the confines of the studio or bandstand, beyond genre and characterization, beyond
even the music and extends into the culture itself.

TRACKS:  Moving Pictures Suite:  Movements 1-4 • Lonesome Lover • Power to the People • Tu-Way-Pock-E-Way •
Theme from “M Squad” • Mendacity
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Mary Stallings - vocals
Eric Reed -  piano
Reuben Rogers - bass
Carl Allen - drums

Don't Look Back

Mary Stallings

After a decades-long hiatus from the jazz scene, forty years after being vocalist with Basie's band, Mary Stallings is back,
and on her own terms.

Recorded fresh from a series of performances at New York's prestigious venue Dizzy's Club Coca-Cola, Mary Stallings'
latest HighNote title places her firmly in the pantheon of great female jazz singers of this, or any other time. So respected
is her art and musicianship, Mary was chosen to be the first jazz performer to ever appear at the venerable and
heretofore classical-only National Theater in Prague. A singular honor, to be sure and the latest in a series of awards and
distinctions that Stallings has been gathering since her first HighNote release in 2010. Since then Mary has appeared
several times at Dizzy's, was the honoree at the 2011 SF Jazz Gala — the groundbreaking ceremony for the only
stand-alone jazz venue in America — the Tanglewood Jazz Festival in Lenox, MA as well as countless jazz clubs and
rooms on both coasts. Here, together with music director and pianist Eric Reed, Mary lends her sultry and swinging voice
to a dozen selections and shows why she is no longer jazz's best-kept secret.

TRACKS: When Lights Are Low • The Way You Love Me • Night Mist Blues • Goodbye Medley • Is That...? (This Love) •
Don't Look Back • Love Me or Leave Me • Don't Misunderstand • Key Largo • Soul Eyes • Mary's Blues • People Time
(Forever Mine)

"Perhaps the best jazz singer singing today is a woman almost everybody seems to have missed."
The New York Times
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Myra Melford - piano
Mark Dresser - bass
Matt Wilson - drums

The Guest House

Trio M

Featuring protean pianist Myra Melford, galvanizing bassist Mark Dresser and supremely musical drummer Matt Wilson,
Trio M brings together three visionary jazz artists with extensive track records in adventurous ensembles. Documented
on the acclaimed 2007 Cryptogramophone CD “Big Picture”, the volatile ensemble explores compositions contributed by
every member while maintaining a commitment to spontaneous improvisation.

Unbound by piano trio convertions, the leaderless project erases distinctions between frontline and accompanist,
requiring each player to shape the music’s flow as it unfolds. The resulting sounds can be fierce and beatific, playful and
rigorous, earthy or abstract, extravagantly joyous or quietly introspective. The only constant is the triumvirate’s
wonderous capacity to listen deeply and respond to one another other in unexpected ways, creating state of the art jazz
that’s unbound by notions of genre, form, or conventional technique.

It’s clear that Trio M is special to each member of the group, and unique in the sense that it is an ensemble of equals.
Matt Wilson expresses this sentiment when he says, “I’ve been a huge fan of Myra and Mark’s contributions to modern
music over the years, and I was thrilled when the planets aligned and we were able to assemble on the sonic playground.
The love and trust of sound guides our journeys, and the results are spiritually rewarding and remarkably fun to witness.
Honest music without restrictive borders or unfair classification is evident in the explorations.

Track listing:
1. Guest House   2. Don Knotts   3. Kind Of Nine   4. Sat Nam   5. Hope   6. The Promised Land   7.Telemojo   8. Al   9.
Even Birds   10. Ekoneni 

“The Guest House” (Yellowbird/Enja), the group’s excellent second album, doesn’t feel tethered to any era or dialect.
With compositions by all three members, it’s a crisp, engaging ride, variously roiling or reflective, with high-wire interplay
at almost every turn. Abstraction suits these musicians, but there’s more funk here than you might expect…” -	Nate
Chinen, The New York Times (1/8/12)
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Franco Ambrosetti - trumpet, flugelhorn
Abraham Burton - tenor saxophone
Geri Allen - piano
Gianluca Ambrosetti - soprano saxophone,
carbophone
Heiri Kaenzig - bass
Nasheet Waits - drums

Cycladic Moods

Franco Ambrosetti

A professional trumpeter since 1961 and Enja recording artist since 1980, Swiss trumpeter Franco Ambrosetti is one of
Europe's finest musicians and has worked with artists of the calibre of Mike Brecker, Chick Corea, Miroslav Vitous, John
Scofield and Geri Allen. Cycladic Moods, named for the Greek Cyclades islands where Ambrosetti has a home,  was
recorded after a 12 concert tour of Italy and features an all star US-European band.
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Live at the Vortex

Evan Parker Foxes Fox

A concert recording at London's legendary Vortex (in Feb 2007) by EVAN PARKER (tenor saxophone), STEVE
BERESFORD (piano), JOHN EDWARDS (double bass) and LOUIS MOHOLO-MOHOLO (percussion) with special guest
KENNY WHEELER (trumpet & flügelhorn) joining the band for the second set and encore. 

Tracks:
Foxes Set 1 38.31
Foxes Set 2 30.27
Foxes Set 3 9.45
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Courants des Vents

Toma Gouband

A 2011 lithophone and percussion solo. An intense, meditative journey through the sound of stone. One continuous piece
of more than three quarters of an hour during which the normal rules of time and flow are suspended by this master of
lithophones. 

French percussionist Toma Gouband's solo performances deploy his battery of stones, wood, skin and metal builds to
hew towering structures of sound, reverberating with organic detail and redolent of elemental life and rhythms.

As well as his solo work, Gouband also performs in the groups Silencers (with Benoit Delbecq, Kim Myhr, and Nils
Ostendorf), Aneris (with Michael Moore, Harmen Fraanje, Brice Soniano), Opi! (with Tobias Delius and Brice Soniano),
and with Evan Parker, with whom he has performed a number of duos in remote churches, as well as contributing
elegant lithophone passages to the latter's 'Trance Map' CD.
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BARNEY KESSEL guitar
ART PEPPER alto & tenor saxes, clarinet
JOE GORDON trumpet
JIMMY ROWLES piano
JACK MARSHALL rhythm guitar
MONTY BUDWIG bass
SHELLY MANNE drums

BONUS TRACKS (13-15): ON CD FOR THE
FIRST TIME EVER!!!
Barney Kessel (g), Jimmy Rowles (p), Leroy
Vinnegar (b), Irv Kluger (d).

Some Like It Hot

Barney Kessel

Barney Kessel’s complete original 1959 album Some Like it Hot (Contemporary CS7565). This fantastic LP presents
Kessel swinging along with the great Art Pepper, ill-fated trumpeter Joe Gordon, pianist Jimmy Rowles and drummer
Shelly Manne, among others.

The music was originally composed or used in the celebrated Billy Wilder film featuring Tony Curtis, Jack Lemmon and
Marilyn Monroe. Kessel had participated in the recording of the actual soundtrack, and was requested to produce an LP
of proper jazz versions of the music involved, which included the original tune “Some Like It Hot” and various classic
songs from the period in which the film’s story took place. 

As a bonus, the label has added a complete extremely rare 1956 quartet session by Kessel with Rowles again at the
piano, taken from the soundtrack of a TV show. It appears here on CD for the
first time ever. Includes 12-page booklet

01 SOME LIKE IT HOT 4:20
02 I WANNA BE LOVED BY YOU 3:42
03 STAIRWAY TO THE STARS 3:19
04 SWEET SUE 4:44
05 RUNNIN’ WILD 3:21
06 SWEET GEORGIA BROWN 3:44
07 DOWN AMONG THE SHELTERING PALMS 4:05
08 SUGAR BLUES 3:29
09 I’M THRU WITH LOVE 3:18
10 BY THE BEAUTIFUL SEA 3:13
1 1 SWEET SUE [alternate take] 4:50 *
12 RUNNIN’ WILD [alternate take] 6:33 *
13 FASCINATING RHYTHM 3:10 **
14 LAURA 1:57 **
15 THE ABC BLUES 3:56 **
Total Time: 57:50
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ERIC DOLPHY, alto sax, flute, Bb & bass
clarinets (out on 4-5)
BOOKER ERVIN, tenor sax (on 7-10 & 12-13
only)
MAL WALDRON, piano
RON CARTER, cello (bass on 2-3 & 6)
GEORGE DUVIVIER, bass (on 1-2 & 4-5 only)
JOE BENJAMIN, bass (on 7-13 only)
CHARLIE PERSIP, drums

Where? + The Quest

Eric Dolphy

This release presents two complete original LPs featuring the great Eric Dolphy in a small group format with Mal Waldron
(1925-2002) on piano and Ron Carter (born in 1937, aged 74 at this writing) on cello & bass. The two albums were
recorded a week apart in June 1961. Where? (New Jazz NJLP8265) was issued under Ron Carter’s name (it was his first
LP as a leader), while The Quest (New Jazz NJLP8269) was released under the leadership of Mal Waldron. However,
both LPs were reissued soon after under Dolphy’s name, probably due to the fact that the reedman died in 1964, making
all of his recorded contributions more attractive to consumers. Dolphy had taped his debut album as a leader, Outward
Bound, in April 1960. Although these were the first recordings issued under his name, Dolphy was already a veteran
performer with considerable recording experience.

Down Beat original review: Where?
“This is an altogether remarkable album –on several accounts. It strikes a judicious balance between the innovations of
the “new thing” and just plain infectiously swinging lyrical jazz. It offers some exciting bass work by Carter and Duvivier. It
contains some excellent work by Dolphy at both the more conventional and the tortured extremes of his style, some
stimulating Waldron piano, and the impeccable drumming of Persip. This disc is Carter’s debut as a leader. Certainly it is
a most interesting one, and the music is both substantial and experimental in the very best sense.” Pete Welding

Down Beat original review: The Quest
“The seven selections in this set, widely divergent in character though they are, are notable for their fresh thinking and
rhythmic and harmonic daring.” Pete Welding
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Around the World + I Dig Dancers!

Quincy Jones

2 LPs on 1 CD
This edition presents, for the first time ever on CD, the complete original Quincy Jones LP Around the World (Mercury
PPS 2014), featuring Jones’ legendary big band from the early 1960s. This formation boasted such stars as Benny
Bailey, Clark Terry, Curtis Fuller, Phil Woods, Sahib Shihab and Tito Puente, among many others.

As a bonus, the label has included the complete album I Dig Dancers (Mercury SR60612). The LP features the same
band and immediately precedes Around the World in Jones’ discography. They have also added four extra tracks from
the same sessions which didn’t appear on the original LP configuration. Neither the LP Around the World nor the two
bonus songs “Close Your Eyes” and “Blues from ‘Free and Easy’” were included on the comprehensive Mosaic box set
dedicated to Quincy Jones! Includes 16-page booklet

QUINCY JONES & His Orchestra: AROUND THE WORLD
Benny Bailey, Clark Terry, Ernie Royal (tp), Curtis Fuller (tb), Julius Watkins (fhr), Phil Woods (as), Jerome Richardson,
Eric Dixon (ts, fl), Sahib Shihab (bar, fl), Patti Bown (p), Don Arnone (g), Stu Martin, Jimmy Crawford (d), Tito Puente,
Carlos “Patato” Valdes, Michael “Babatunde” Olatunji (perc), among others. Quincy Jones (arr, cond).
New York, January 24-February 27, 1961.

BONUS ALBUM: I DIG DANCERS
QUINCY JONES & His Orchestra:
featuring Benny Bailey, Clark Terry, Freddie Hubbard (tp), Jimmy Cleveland, Curtis Fuller, Ake Persson, Melba Liston,
Quentin Jackson (tb), Julius Watkins (fhr), Phil Woods (as), Jerome Richardson, Oliver Nelson, Budd Johnson (ts), Sahib
Shihab (bar), Patti Bown (p), Les Spann (g, fl), Buddy Catlett (b), Joe Harris (d), Quincy Jones (arr, cond), among others.
Paris, France, February-April 1960 & New York, October 1960.
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LOUIS ARMSTRONG - trumpet & vocals
CARMEN McRAE - vocals
DAVE LAMBERT, JON HENDRICKS & ANNIE
ROSS - vocals
TRUMMY YOUNG - trombone & vocals
JOE DARENSBOURG - clarinet
DAVE BRUBECK & BILLY KYLE - piano
EUGENE WRIGHT & IRVING MANNING - bass
JOE MORELLO & DANNY BARCELONA -
drums

The Real Ambassadors

Louis Armstrong
Dave Brubeck

The complete original album The Real Ambassadors (Columbia OS2250), which was the first and only collaboration
between Dave Brubeck and Louis Armstrong. Also featured are Carmen McRae, and the trio of Lambert, Hendricks &
Ross. All of the existing music from the sessions, as well as additional songs by Brubeck and McRae recorded during the
same period have been included here as a bonus. 

Thanks to his longtime manager, Joe Glaser, Louis Armstrong was one of the few jazz stars who didn’t have to sign an
exclusive contract with any recording company. This allowed him to record with whomever he wanted on any project that
interested him. The Real Ambassadors, features Louis’ first and only recorded collaborations with Dave Brubeck (also
co-composer and conductor of the album), singer Carmen McRae, and the vocal trio of Dave Lambert, Jon Hendricks,
and Annie Ross. The Real Ambassadors project, which delivered a strong political message condemning racism, was an
original Broadway play written and composed by Brubeck and his wife Iola. The reception of the album itself was mixed.
These were troubled political times and beginning in the mid-fifties, the Cold War American government had begun to
use jazzmen as tools for cultural and political understanding between politically opposed countries. Both Louis and Dave
had, each with his own group, taken part on such tours.

DOWN BEAT Original Review:
“No jazz album released in the last year has made a more immediate impression of freshness, vitality, and reality than
The Real Ambassadors. What makes the results doubly delightful is the fact that this newness stems not from any
self-conscious attempt to dig a different path or swim a new stream but from the essence of jazz in its most timeless and
generally acceptable form. Armstrong is heard on almost every track, but he is joined at one time or another by all the
principals. Miss McRae, too, is perfect in her role. Her duets with Armstrong are a joy.” (Leonard Feather)
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Featuring Eddie Bert, Jimmy Cleveland, Bennie
Green, Melba Liston, Benny Powell, Frank
Rosolino & Bob Brookmeyer (tb), Barney Kessel
(g), Hank Jones & Marty Paich (p), Wendell
Marshall, Milt Hinton & Red Mitchell (b), Osie
Johnson & Mel Lewis (d). Arrangements by Jay
Jay Johnson, Marty Paich & Warren Barker.

The Trombones Inc.

Bob Brookmeyer etc

Probably the best multiplayer album ever!!!

DOWNBEAT - Original Review
"If our arithmetic is correct, 27 trombonists participated in the making of this disc - The product is a veritable Who's Who
of modern jazz trombone players, a remarkable exercise in virtuosity by arrangers Johnson, Paich and Barker and a
revelation of the richness of trombone."

Arrangements by Jay Jay Johnson & Marty Paich

1) NECKBONES (J. J. Johnson) 4:01
2) DUES BLUES (J. J. Johnson) 6:57
3) LONG BEFORE I KNEW YOU (Sammy Cahn-Jule Styne) 3:59
4) SOFT WINDS (Benny Goodman) 3:55
5) TEE JAY (J. J. Johnson) 4:08
6) LASSUS TROMBONE (Henry Fillmore) 3:08
7) IT’S ALL RIGHT WITH ME (Cole Porter) 3:27
8) POLKA DOTS AND MOONBEAMS (Johnny Burke-Jimmy Van Heusen) 3:54
9) OLD DEVIL MOON (E.Y. Harburg-Burton Lane) 3:57
10) IMPOSSIBLE (Steve Allen) 4:54
11) HEAT WAVE (Irving Berlin) 3:19
12) I FOUND A NEW BABY (Jack Palmer-Spencer Williams) 4:25
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Mecoustic

Tarrus Riley

Mecoustic presents Reggae legend Tarrus Riley with another style, a style totally different from the reggae/dancehall
vibe with which he has become an international star. The album, the brainchild of veteran producer and longtime
collaborator Dean Fraser, features subtle acoustic reworkings of the artist’s best known tunes that express the
soulfulness of Tarrus’ voice. 

His second album Parables (2006) scored with hit singles “Stay With You”, “Beware” and the international smash “She’s
Royal”. Indeed Tarrus is the proud holder of Jamaican TV channel CVM’s 15th Anniversary Award, held in February
2009, for the ‘Most Admired Song in the Past 15 Years’ for "She's Royal", a new version of which is included on the new
album. 2006 saw him win all the nominations: Best Performer, Best Male Singer, and Best Song of the Year at the EME
Awards (Jamaica). In 2009 "Contagious" further cemented his reputation with the reggae music world as one of the key
modern reggae artists and international touring continues to bring him to new audiences. 

"Mecoustic", Tarrus's first album for thre years, presents many of his finest hits stripped back with just acosutic guitar,
harmonica, a dash of soulful horns for accompaniment. Focussing attention on the voice and lyrics his songcraft is to the
fore, Mecoustic is a bold and consummate album that further enhances Tarrus Riley as one of Reggae's leading global
ambassadors.
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Rockamovya

Rockamovya (Groundation)

Rockamovya brings together jazz heavyweight guitarist Will Bernard (Tom Waits, Don Cherry, Peter Apfelbaum) and the
incomparable drummer Leroy "Horsemouth" Wallace (Burning Spear, The Abyssinians, the cult film classic "Rockers")
with Ryan Newman (bass), Marcus Urani (organ/keys/piano) and Harrison Stafford (rhythm guitar/ vocals) of the
internationally acclaimed USA reggae group Groundation for what will surely be a genre-defying classic of an album.

The expansive and altogether new sound Rockamovya emits is due in large part to the inter-generational links the album
has created. Whether its Horsemouth's 1960's era steppers rhythms, Bernard's 1970's inspired jazz-funk licks, or the
wholly unique 21st century roots sound of Groundation, Rockamovya reaches across demographics and genres to entice
and enthral listeners of any and every tribe.
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Warn the Nation

Mista Savona

Jamaica. Australia. Swirling middle eastern strings, Afghan & Indian drum patterns, sub-bass mayhem, nyabinghi
percussion, shawns, clarinets, ney flutes, bad-ass beat programming and some astonishing vocal performances combine
to create a distinct sound that is completely unique - dense, mesmerizing, raw, and beautiful. A powerful vehicle for
Savona and his collaborators to slam home their message of global sustainability and unification, and ultimately human
survival. Featuring stellar performances from Sizzla, Capleton, Anthony B, Burro Banton, Alton Ellis, Prince Alla & many
more.

«Warn The Nation» contains 16 dancehall and roots reggae tracks. Injustice, environment protection or inequality
between rich and poor are themes that are dealt with throughout the record.

Australian reggae is on the map!
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Rasta Government

Takana Zion

After having recorded a first album in Mali in the Manjul’ studio and a second in Paris in 2009 («Rappel A l’Ordre»), the
following step for Takana Zion should definitively be Jamaica. To accompany him, producers Steven Stewart and Sam
Clayton convened the elite of the musicians of Kingston: Sly Dunbar on drums, Sticky Thompson on percussion, Robbie
Linn on keyboards, etc. We find on this record ten tracks with at once an organic and modern sound, as this bright guitar
on «Give Thanks To Jah», or the magnificent flown away of brass instruments on «Rasta Government». Between two
roots pearls, Takana also dares the crossover funk («My Music»). The studio session with Capleton (for the track
«Glory») will stay long in the memory for this Guinean artist. 

On a lot of other tracks, Takana combines dynamic tunes and committed texts. He insists on the importance of his
messages: «Rise Up» incites his people to straight up the head and to keep hope in this period of international crisis,
while «Rastafarian government» pleads for a nation which would rehabilitate brotherhood and freedom of expression
between the citizens, so many essential values which seem to become blurred in countries called «developed». Unlike
the first two albums this one is sung in English, although for his ancestors, he contributes one track («M’ Bife») in his
native dialect, Malinké .

"With Rasta Government, Takana Zion takes a huge step forward to stardom." Reggaeville.com
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Madness

Professor

Harrison Stafford aka Professor, GROUNDATION ‘s lead singer, gives a message of peace to his Israeli-Palestinian
brothers. 

The album was recorded at Harry J Studios in Jamaica. Professor Stafford is on vocals, with an impressive cast of locals
as players of instruments including Horsemouth Wallace, Flabba Holt, Lloyd Obeah Denton, Dalton Browne and Sticky
Thompson. Guest vocalists - URoy, Satta Collins (Abyssinians), Winston McAnuff, Ashanti JOhnson (Congos) and more.

Sixteen tracks in total, vocal and dub versions.
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Building An Ark 2LP

Groundation

Double vinyl LP version of the new Groundation album (CD released in April).

On this album, lead singer Harrison Stafford develops his dream and vision to create an ark in order to preserve
knowledge and positive consciousness. The band stays true to the essence of their dynamic and «melting pot» sound.
Without guest artists, the group focuses on stretching their incredible virtuosity through 10 songs played in their
characteristic "progressive reggae" and mixing a powerful jazzy-reggae vibe with hypnotic funk-based rhythms. The
album goes from earthy percussion based tracks to complex impressionistic Dub compositions and this sophisticated
music bed provides the basis for some of Harrison Stafford's most fiery militant and conscious lyrics to date.
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We Dub Again LP

Groundation

WE DUB AGAIN is the outcome of 12 years of an extraordinary human and musical adventure. Groundation revisit some
of the best tracks of We Free Again (2004) and Dub Wars (2006), and invite you to discover again their magic universe
thanks to a fresh dub sound as you never heard... Available only on vinyl, listen again to the tracks which shaped the
band's identity... Dub Rise, Fourth Dubmension, or The Mountains... the Groundation spirit is inexhaustible.

Features Apple Gabriel (Israel Vibration) and Don Carlos.
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Take It Slow

Shaolin Temple Defenders

As honourable heirs to the 60’s & 70’s Soul Funk movement, the Shaolin Temple Defenders stay true to this tradition
while extending their influences towards current musical moods.

‘At a time when the Western world is developing technologies which shorten every moment of our lives as if to accelerate
our deaths, our Shaolin monks have decided to slow down the pace.’ They wish to push things forward in time but they
want to keep a more organic rhythm in order to stay close to Nature’s cycle. This desire has found expression in a
musical world which combines classic Soul & Funk with modern urban grooves.

After working in Leeds on their previous album under the musical supervision of Eddie Roberts (New Mastersounds), this
time the band hired the services of Patchworks (Mr President, Uptown Funk Empire, Mister Day..) for both the mixing and
mastering processes. As a groove scientist, he has managed to enhance the density of their sound which is illustrated by
the original artwork of Mr Day. The record features Gift Of Gab, the talented and experienced MC from Blackalicious,
who delivers his highly-recognizable rap style on the title track, ‘Take It Slow’, recorded in Oakland, CA.

The French band (though all their lyrics are in English) are no strangers to the UK, recording a session for Craig Charles
(BBC 6) and touring in May 2011 to support the initial release of the album.
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Truth to Power

Stone Raiders

JEAN-PAUL BOURELLY is considered one of the best guitarists in the world. His style is a modern and deep force of the
blues mixed with funk and jazz. He worked with Miles Davis , Elvin Jones, McCoy Tyner and Pharaoh Sanders. His
extremely dramatic, rough and wild guitar sound captivates audiences time and again.

 DARRYL JONES happens to be a Rolling Stone. Darryl replaced Bill Wyman in 1994 in the most successful rock band
of all times. Previously he worked for Sting, Miles Davis and Peter Gabriel and has in the last 25 years made his footprint
on the stage of all of the major arenas worldwide. 

WILL CALHOUN, the legendary Grammy-decorated drummer from the Bronx, has already several times been elected as
the world’s best drummer by international journals. He is a member of the band Living Colour, has worked with Mos Def,
Tarja, Harry Belafonte, Jaco Pastorius, BB King, Pharaoh Sanders, Public Enemy, Wayne Shorter and Ron Wood. His
incredible powerful performances always captivates and leaves the audience speechless.  

STONE RAIDERS offer rock, blues and funk of the finest quality!
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5th House

Dominic Miller

Dominic Miller is a session guitarist extraordinaire and has since 1991 been Sting's guitarist. For the recordings of "5th
House", Miller managed to assemble a group of internationally renowned top-notch sidemen. Vinnie Colaiuta, for
example, to Miller is "the greatest drummer of our generation". Jimmy Johnson is a legendary bassist and has been
amongst the top musicians of the USA for decades. Another renowned bass player is Welshman Pino Palladino, who has
worked with the likes of the John Mayer Trio, Paul Young, The Who, David Gilmour and Peter Gabriel. Finally, mention
must be made of the pianist Yaron Herman from Israel, who now resides in Paris and whose exceptionally cultivated way
of playing proves him to be a rising star at the piano.

Miller then combined this eclectic mix of international music luminaries with the members of his tour band, who are
equally worthy of praise. Rhani Krija is a highly recommended percussionist from Morocco. Bassist Nicolas Fiszman has
made a name for himself collaborating with Pili-Pili, Charlie Mariano, Johnny Clegg and Khadja Nin. And finally, there is
Mike Lindup, well-known from Level 42, who has for many years been Dominic Miller’s favourite keyboardist. 

This is the dream cast which supported Dominic Miller to create one of the most outstanding instrumental albums of his
career; a career which virtually features highlights like pearls on a string. Once again, the guitarist manages to impress
us with a large variety of different styles and unexpected turns. His programme includes fantastic, dreamlike
soundscapes where he creates harp-like sounds on his acoustic guitar ("Angel"); then again he produces galvanizing
guitar sounds reminiscent of The Police ("If Only"). "Embrace" is a convincing soft-jazz track, whereas "Waves" is carried
by the flair of Bossa Nova sounds, and classicist-sounding guitar arpeggios ("Catalan") alternate with full-volume band
rock sounds ("Dead Head").
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Into the Light

Clara Ponty

The pianist, singer and composer Clara Ponty's diverse musical background is the source of inspiration for the
development of her unique musical body of work. Born in Paris and raised in Los Angeles, Clara was immersed in many
musical genres thanks, in large part to her father, world-renowned jazz violinist and composer Jean-Luc Ponty. She
began studying violin and piano when she was five, wrote her first piece when she was eight and won her first piano
competition at age 11. Today, Clara Ponty is that rare artist, one whose enticing and virtuoso playing fuses her classical
heritage with jazz and pop rhythms into a seamless stream of captivating sounds. 

This new album is co-produced by Stuart Bruce (Frankie goes to Hollywood, Yes, Loreena McKennitt, Maxime Le
Forestier, Kate Bush) and Clara Ponty and is the first to feature Clara mainly as a singer. Guest artists Jean-Luc Ponty,
Nigel Kennedy, Vincent Segal and Damien Smitt add their talents to this album. Clara is performing songs that cover a
wide range of subjects including her own spiritual path, her view on our modern life, and personal life experiences.

Today, Clara Ponty is that rare artist, whose enticing voice and virtuoso level playing fuses her classical heritage with
jazz and pop rhythms into a seamless stream of captivating sounds. The seductive musical universe of the singer and
pianist Clara Ponty unfolds in this enchanting pop jazz album and displays her unique style of writing. These eleven
gems feature refined arrangements filled with charm and memorable melodies.
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Verlaine 2

John Greaves

Famed for his work as a member of cult UK bands Henry Cow and  National Health, John Greaves also played on a host
of other projects over the years with the likes of Soft Heap, Michael Mantler, Peter Blegvad & Slapp Happy,  Penguin
Cafe Orchestra and Michael Nyman.

He moved to France in 1984 and has built a new career there as a singer-songwriter. Le Chant du Monde re-issued his
1977 classic Kew. Rhone., and two new albums: The Trouble With Happiness and Chansons. Greaves' first irreverent
album based on the texts of French Symbolist poet Paul Verlaine (1844-96) came out in 2008, and now here is Part 2.  
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